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Most of you have experienced at one time or another how it feels to make

something in clay, usually at an eariy age. This kinship with one of the most

naturally occurring substances on the planet is as old as human life and has

been repeated throughout history. Whose hand can resist tracing a picture

or design on the ground, modeling moist natural earth to make a figure, or

building a castle in the sand?

Many techniques used to make pottery were developed thousands of
years ago, yet they are still practiced today. Methods of preparing, forming,
and decorating pottery used in prehistoric times are still employed by folk
artists and artisan potters around the world. Clay is an especially versatile

medium.
Pottery and spaceship panels are both examples of ceramics-things

made from clay, the basic material for all ceramic creations. But what is clay

exactly, and what separates it from mere mud?

Key Terms
ceramic

plastic

glaze

slip
kiln

In this chapter, you will:
s Discover the history of ceramics

a Explore ways to form, decorate, glaze,

and fire clay

s Paint or incise a story on a clay vessei
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Xarthu Watern Sire
Clay is created as a result of the decom-

position of igneous rock, which makes

up the entire earth's crust. Igneous rock
is produced when rock that is melted by
volcanic heat cools and hardens. This

action began when the earth was formed
millions of years ago and happens each

time a volcano erupts and spews magma,

or molten rock, from inside the earth onto
the surface. Granite, the rock that makes

up the earth's crust, is produced from this
volcanic activity. An essential element of
granite, feldspathic rock, or feldspar, is
the geological basis for clay.

Over time, exposure to weathering
causes these materials to break down into
smaller and smaller elements. The gradual
movement of ice, water, wind, and tree
roots pulverize the earth's mantle, grind-
ing boulders to rocks, rocks to pebbles,

and, ultimately, pebbles to the finest
grains of minerals that comprise clay.

Fig. 1-2. From humble cooking pots to artistic
sculpture to high-tech products like artificial
hips, the range of forms and purposes people
have devised for clay is almost infinite. This
vessel was made with a press mold, drilled,
sandblasted, then spray*d with low-fire glazes,

Randy O'Brier, firose, 2001. Clay with perlite. 6' x 14" x 14'
(15.2 x 35.5 x 35.5 cm). Courtesy of the artist. Pholo by
Clemens lloether.

Fig. 1-3. Close r:p of dr:ied c1ay, \,{leipa, Queenslanci,
Au:rr,lia. PhotolibraryCorb's.

Fig. 1-4. What might have been the inspiration
for this form?
Studeni work, Rachel Bodekor, Untitled"l'ree Toothathe

Teapat, 20(19. Pinch, slab, wheei thrcwn and sculpted,
ccpper oxide rvash and cone 04 metallic glaze.
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ffi Clayminerals have microscopic

compositions and platelets, or crystallo-
graphic structures. Platelets are flat and

slide back and forth over one another
when moistened. Moisture also helps

them cling together. The ability to hold
together while being shaped gives clay its
plastic quality. In its plastic state, it can

be formed into different shapes. Fire or
heat makes the shape permanent and

returns the clay to its rocklike state.

Everything you will do with clay in-
volves the interplay of these three vari-
ables: moisture, plasticity, and heat. A

delicate porcelain cup and a rough prehis-

toric cooking pot are still the products of
clay (earth), water, and fire. But the por-
celain cup is made of a different type of
clay and fired (heated) at a vastly different
temperature from the earthenware pot.
The history of ceramics, then, reveals how
people in various places and times discov-

ered new ways to work with these basic

materials.

Origins s$ eeramies
Of all the arts, ceramics has perhaps the
longest history, dating back to when peo-

ple first learned to control fire. From clues

discovered at Stone Age sites, anthropolo-
gists have pieced together theories about

the origins of ceramics.

One theory suggests that people first
began to model clay as a diversion. They

mayhave formed clay animals and human
images to embellish a story or to use in a
religious ritual. Some of the clay pieces may

have been tossed into a communal fire.

When clay is heated quickly, the water
trapped inside expands and turns to steam.

This rapid expansion happens with such a

powerful force that the clay explodes and

shatters. Some anthropologists speculate

that people thought these explosions were

a magical wonder, something like fire-
works, and they most likely repeated the

process just for the excitement.

Fig. 1-5. Notice the multi-strand belt and elab-
orate headdress on this terracott* frgurine. The
Indus Valley culture flourished around 2500
ecE in present-day western India and Pakistan.
'Terra{ctta. fr,qil1ne witli charaderistir headdress. Harappa

Culture, indus Valley, ca, 2000 gcs. Nationa"l lduseum

of Pakistan, Karachi, Pakistan. Photo: Alfreio Dagli Orti.
Bildarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz /Art Resource, NY.

Fig. 1-6. Some of the first clay objects rnay have
been made as a form of entertainment.
Three sheep-like anin:als. Terracotta figr:res frorn Ebla, Syria,

ca. 1800 BcE. Private cclleclion, \'ienr:a, Austria. Photo:

Erich Lessir:g / Art Resource, NY.
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But some clay figurines may have dried
before they were put into the fire. Instead

of exploding, they were transformed by
the heat into ceramic figures. Another
marvel! Mud turned into stone! Such an-

cient ceramic effrgies or images have been

found in many parts of the world.
Sometimes clay was used for practical

purposes. When people began cultivat-
ing crops, they needed containers to cook

in, hold water and food, and store seeds.

They shaped clay into vessels by pinching,
coiling, or pressing it over round stones

and gourds. They also pressed clay into
woven baskets, using the basket shape as

a kind of mold. Most likely, these people

baked clay pots in the same fires that they
used for cooking. Cooking fires don't get

very hot, so the combination of low-
temperature firings and impurities in the

clay caused this primitive pottery to be

extremely fragile and porous.

Fig. :.*7" This large vessel fram
Marajo lsland is am exampie of
the riv*r i.sland eu3:r:v*'s complex
ge*metric p{rtt€ry. Can ycu find
t}:e faees and figares?
,arazi\, Lary,e r-uncrrry Urn.I0ii0-120C cE.

Ceranic, piqnrelis, 4 1 %" x'3?t t i. i'
i1C5 cn: x ll4 cm). Brooklyn \4usetirrr

33.67i1 l"luseilil E:pedition 1!l3ll. Pur-

rha:eri wilh fiirds glvi:n by Jesse trfetcalf.

As populations increased, people want-
ed stronger vessels in greater quantities.
Clay slabs were used to construct huge

vessels and granaries (bins) for crop stor-

age. To keep track of what was in storage,

people marked symbols on clay. Scholars

believe that this was probably the begin-

ning of writing.
Cuneiform script, one of the first

writing systems, developed in ancient

Mesopotamia to record inventories and ac-

counts, and was later used on clay tablets.

Surviving clay tablets include detailed

information on laws, historical events, and

harvests, and offer rare insights into the

nature and concerns of ancient societies.

But ceramic objects weren't used just
for everyday purposes. They also had

religious and mystical uses. Excavations

of prehistoric burial grounds show that
pots were widely used as funereal objects.

Some contained food meant to accom-
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pany the dead on their journey to the
spirit world. Others held bodies of infants
and small children. Later tombs held not
only pottery jars filled with food but also

ceramic figures and animals placed there

with the intention of protecting the de-

ceased.

Early Teehniques
Fs'mdem*€$mm
Early potters developed a wide range of
production techniques. They passed on

information and skills from generation to
generation, including:
e* knowing where to dig the best clay

s deciding which type of clay was best

suited to a particular use

e transporting the clay

a removing any impurities

= blending in other materials to strength-
en or improve clay

e forming the desired shape

* adding design elements
e drying the work

* firing the work
* glazing
m developing systems of distribution

for ceramics

ffi over time, potters discovered

ways to improve each step of the process.

Sometimes, the improvements were so

revolutionary, potters from another
region or society tried desperately to copy

them. The delicate blue-and-white glaze

that the Chinese developed in the four-
teenth century, for instance (see

page 150), set off a worldwide craze for
pottery of this style. Some potters failed
to successfully imitate the blue-and-white
glazes, but their attempts led to new

discoveries. In this way, technological and

artistic innovations leapfrogged from
country to country and from era to era.

Innovations continue to press ceramic

art forward, but the early techniques

endure. Folk artists and artisans still work
in traditional ways and use many of the

techniques described in this chapter.

Fig. 1-8. Bsrarls sach a*
clais sne have been found
in ancieurt tei:nbs iri the
la*d nort; known as lran,
Pottery-nraking was wide-
spread throughout the Near
East, and this type of bowl
rnay have been one of the
fivst vessels to be prcduced
on an early stone potter's
wheel,
,rariar. Cfralcolirhic, C a nical

| : r'., r.,'.,ith Leopard Design. 35AA*

la:ra BCr. Ceramic, 37i" i9 cm)

ligir. 5rr" (14 cmi ri:ia:netet. The

L]€ir:-.ii InstituLe cf Arts, Founders
Soci-^ty Pr:rchase, ilenry Ford II
Fund, the Catherine Ogdin Estate

Fund, fliil |lemorial Fund, and

the Cieo and Lester Cruber Fu-nd.

Photo OThe Detroit Instiiute oli

:\rts.2000.
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Fig. 1-9. The Moche people believed the stirrup
shape on this type of vessel was a link to their
sacred ancestors. What do you think the falcons
on this rnan's headdress tell about his social
status?

Peru, Moche IV , Portrs.it Head, 450-55A cs. Ceramic,

12'i," (31.7 cm) high, 8%" (22.5 cm) diameter. I\lluseo

Arqueologico Rafael Larco l{errera XXC-000 0l 2,

Fxepaxm€&mm
The clay that you work with in a studio

has typically been processed and prepared

to some degree. Early potters dug their
raw material out of the ground, and it of-

ten contained impurities such as pebbles

or plant matter. To remove impurities
from the clay before use, some early pot-

ters dried their clay in the sun, crushed it
into smaller lumps, and picked out un-

wanted material. Then they rehydrated or

slaked the dry clay to make it workable.

This method was fine for making only a

few pots, but it was diffrcult and time-

consuming.
Eventually, potters discovered that it

was much easier and faster to separate

impurities by adding water to the clay and

then pouring the liquid clay (or slip) from
one container to another. This process,

known as decanting, causes the coarser

materials to settle on the bottom.
Another traditional method for remov-

ing impurities is known as levigation.

Here, the clay is prepared as a slip and al-

lowed to flow slowly down a gently sloping

channel. Finer particles flow over a lip at

the end of the channel, while the coarser

particles settle behind the lip.

ffi Become a clay prospector. Pay

attention to the landscape where you live.

Cracking patterns on the earth signal

sedimentary clay. When you find earth

you think may be clay, test a sample:

e Form it into a small ball.
e Add a few drops of water.
s Rub it on the palm of your hand with

your fingers.
* It is clay if it feels sticky and greasy.

Remove the impurities from the clay, and

use it to make a pinch or coil pot. With
adult supervision, fire your work with the

ancient pit firing method described on

pages 203-205.
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CIay that is suitable for producing pot-
tery needs to be plastic (able to be formed
into shapes) but not so plastic that it will
lose its shape or collapse under the pres-
sure of its own weight. After removing
impurities from their cIay, early potters
also added stabilizing materials to the clay

to make it more workable and to decrease

its chances of deforming or cracking.
Early potters often mixed additives

(such as sand or tiny bits of straw) into
large batches of clay by kneading it in
with their feet, in much the same way
people stomped grapes to make wine.
First, they moistened the clay until it was

soft. Then, they spread it over a flat area

ofhard-packed ground. Th"y scattered the
additives on the surface and then tramped
all over it, systematically kicking down
material from the top to mix with the clay

at the bottom. Finally, when the clay was

the proper consistency, it was allowed to

Fig. 1-10. Look for evidence of coiling, pinch-
ing, and molding in these ancient Chinese
vessels"

Left to right: Iate Anyang oeriod jue, Lltir .entury BCE; Han
D)'nasty or earlier jar with textiie impressions, 206 ]rcs
220 cE; Eastern Han Dynasty spoor:,25 22A cr; Machang
phase of N4ajiayao cuiture jar n'itli snakes, late 3rd mii-
lennium aCu; V/estern Han l)ynasty trvo-handled;ar, 2nd
century BCE; Western Han Dynasty din g,206 nc.r.-24 ct.
Phcto G)Royal Ontario Museurn../CORBIS.

age. Aging improves the quality of the clay

and makes it easier to shape. It was not
unusual for potters to store their clay in
caves for years. In fact, potters from the
same family often used clay processed and
stored by their grandparents or great-
grandparents.

If clay had been stored for a long time,
it had to be wedged to get rid of air pock-
ets and to ensure that the moisture and
the additives were evenly distributed. The

technique for wedging involves using the
hands to rotate or roll the clay evenly. A
potter usually repeats this rhythmic cycle

until the clay seems ready for the form-
ing process. To learn about wedging, see

pages 31-37.

ffimmrmfimg ffiRmp
As you work with clay, you'll learn a

variety of ways to form it into the desired
shape. Even the earliest and simplest
methods are still used today by potters to
fashion beautiful and inspiring ceramic

works, including:
* pinching
s coiling
w slab building
* molding
These methods are described in Chapter 3.

::illirli
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Potters of ancient times made drink-

ing and cooking vessels by pinching pots

orrl of clay. Some ornamental and reli-

gious pottery was formed into shapes of

animals and sacred creatures' In ancient

Egypt, for example, a potter joined two

p;.h pots to form a hiPPoPotamus' In

ancient Iran, ceremonial wine and water

vessels were pinched into the shape of

revered animals like bulls and birds'

Potters often use pinching in conjunc-

tion with coiling. In the coil technique' the

potter rolls out long, ropelike sections of

.l"y 
"nd 

then coils them on top of a base'

adding new coils to build up the walls'

The potter can squeeze and pull the clay

upward, refining the walls' Some potters

keep the coils visible in their pots or even

use them as decoration' Others use their

hands or a paddle and anvil to smooth

them out.

Most early storage and cooking vessels

required some form of pinching or coil-

ing. Sometimes only a ceramics expert can

identify the exact technique used to make

a pot. Coils may be laid on a pinched base

o, sr.pport"d by pinched feet (as in two of

the vessels in Fig. 1-10)' Coils may also

be used to decorate a finished pot' For

instance, the Jomon potters of ancient

Japan adorned their pots with fanciful

swirls and jags of coiled clay, creating

pots whose strange and exotic appearance

ielights us to this day' (See page 68')

fo UUa anYthing verYlarge in claY-

like a statue of a king or a bin for stor-

ing the year's grain harvest-potters

pr""f"rr"d to work with big pieces' In slab

tuilding, early potters formed large solid

cubes of clay and used a bowlike device

with a taut string to quickly slice off large

slabs. The clay slabs were then pressed or

smeared together. This technique pro-

duced veryLargevessels in a short time'

For smaller pieces, potters flattened clay

with their hands or rolled it out using a

smooth tree branch as a rol1er'

Clay slabs could be used to make rect-

angular shapes like boxes, or draped over

o, pr"rr"d into molds' A mold could be as

simple as a smooth rock or gourd' or as

complicated as a clay cast of someone's

ft.". Pott.rs soon learned that they could

decorate the surface of their molds with

textures like incised or impressed designs'

which transferred to the clay cast' For

more about molds, see Page 73'

Fig" 1-11' Picassc treated clay surfaces as if

they trrere €ariva$est using paitr* to create sur-

face decora*ion'
F-ablo Pr:asso, Birrj-V:tse ' 19i-i1 i:.rieonard Ct SeLva'/CORB1S
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Shape amd sorrn
The terms "shape" and "form" are often used in-
terchangeably. When referringto design elements,
however, shape is a two-dimensional element such as

a silhouette or outline. It has height and width, but no
depth. Shapes may be drawn upon the surface of a pot
as decoration. When you view the profile of a pot in
silhouette, you view its shape.

The element of form is three-dimensional and
includes an object's depth. Working with clay is about
working with three-dimensional forms, although
sometimes clay forms such as tiles can be very flat
and take on the characteristics of two-dimensional
artworks. Shapes and forms may be geometric or or-

ganic, curved or angular, positive or negative, static or
dynamic.

Fig" 1-13. Sescsil:e the nr*ed pr*jec*ed by this slab-b$ilt
forrn. S{hat did the ;rrti*t do t$ €reat€ this atrn**pleere?
Student vr'afl{, Andre'.^"' I-{illmer, in the Erid.2008. Siab built earthenrnrare.

pit firerl and corper accents added.

*m?
;"*.r'HKHHffi il#.ey
Potters must know how to control the rate

at which clay dries. Clay shrinks as it dries
and, if it shrinks too rapidly, it can crack.

Not all types of clay shrink at the same

rate due to their chemical composition.
Even some parts of the same work-such
as handles-can shrink more rapidly than
others due to uneven moisture loss. As

)/ou learn to work with clay, you'll need

to monitor the drying process to prevent
cracking and breaking.

A potter in ancient times had to con-

sider what type of clay to use, the thick-
ness of the vessel's walls, and the local

climate-among other variables. If the
climate was hot and dry, vessels would
rave to be sheltered from the sun to slow

the process. If the climate was damp and

coo1, the potter might place the work near

a heat source.

An experienced potter also knows that
moisture affects how clay can be shaped.

As clay begins to dry, it loses its plastic

properties. Some ceramic pieces must
be built in stages, after some of the clay

hardens. For example, a coiled pot can be

refined with a paddle when the clay stiff-
ens. The upper sections of a large coiled
pot can be added only when the lower
sections have dried enough to support the

weight of additional coils.

Clay that has dried to this point is in
the leather-hard stage; when pressure is

applied to the clay, the form will not easily

distort. The potter may scrape the sur-

face of a piece to smooth the walls. Early

potters used scraping tools such as shells

and sharp-edged stones. After removing
bumps and flaws, potters may add finish-
ing touches like handles and decoration.
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ffiecorat&ng
For as long as people have been mak-

ing pots, they've been decorating their
surfaces. Some decorative techniques also

serve a practical purpose-burnishing
makes the clay watertight, for instance.

Early potters used a range of tech-

niques to decorate their clay:

* Incisinginvolves carving or cutting the
surface with a sharp tool.

a Impressing uses an object to press or
stamp a design into the clay.

a Combing marks the surface of the clay

with uniform lines (as if you dragged a

comb across it).
* Burnishing involves rubbing and polish-

ing the surface with a smooth stone or
piece of hard wood.

Modern techniques for surface decoration

and glazingare explored in Chapter 5.

Fig. 1-13. The texture ofthe incised appliqud
creates a rough organic surface on the body of
this bottle, whieh contrasts with the burnished
smoothness of the stirrup spout.
Peru, Cupisniqu e, Bottle D ecorated with Appliqud Nubbins,

1200 200 gcs. Ceramic, 9%" x6'/"" (23.5 x 15.5 cm). Museo

Arqueoiogico Rafael Larco Herrera, XXC-00-044.

ffi Burnishinghelps to press the

clay particles closer together. Because clay

fired at a low temperature remains po-

rous, early pottery could be made water-

proof by burnishing ware before it was

fired. Coating a pot with pine pitch after
firing was another waterproofing tech-

nique.

Beautification of the human form is
one of the oldest artistic impulses. From

early times, people used colorants, such

as iron (red) and manganese or carbon
(black), to decorate themselves and paint
designs and images on cave walls. Paint-

ing designs on clay pots was a natural
extension of the artists' individual
creativity-decoration could enhance the

clay's beauty, tell a story, or communicate

religious beliefs.
When vessels were completely dried,

they could be decorated with arange of
metallic elements. A very fine slip wiped

over the surface of a pot gave it a smoother,

more uniform texture that helped to make

the pot less porous. If a potter added color

to the slip, the pot became even more

special. A design could be painted on a

bone-dry pot using a metallic oxide mixed

with water. The dry clay quickly absorbed

the water while the clear, crisp lines of
the color remained on the surface. When

the pot was fired, a change in the range

of color could happen depending on the
temperature and the atmosphere (oxygen

level) of the firing.

L2



Fig. L*14" These sculptures f,rom West Mexico
show the fascinating details that pre-Colurnbian
ceramic artists incnrporated i:rto their works'
Nayarit, itlale anri Lemsle Frgrrres, 1 00 ecl -400 cts. The

l)etroit lnslltllte ofAr[s, Iicu:ders Society Purchase, Hr:nry

Ijord Fund. Benson and lldith Ford Frmd, N{r. and N'{rs. lNal-

ter Buhl lord l1 Funci, Alan, N{ariarle, and Marc Schwartz

|rund, with funds fron Lois and Arrern Cohir. ltobert B.

.lacobs, Niilford Nemei, Margaret Demant, and llr. artci N4rs.

"l/illiarn 
L. Kahn. Photo ODetroit 1n-stitute of Arts, 1998.

€ontrast
Contrast is a term used to describe

noticeable differences within a
design. Contrast adds interest to

a work of art. A potter might use

contrasting colors, values, textures,

sizes, or shapes to get the viewer's

attention. A dramatic contrast in
colors, for example, can be achieved

by positioning dark blue and light
yellow glazes next to each other. A

subtle (less dramatic) contrast in
value might be achieved by burnish-

ing some areas of a pot to a deeper

black than the unburnished areas.

Different materials can be used in
combination with clay for a contrast-

ing effect. See Chapter 7 for exam-

ples. An artist
might even use

different styles

within the same

artwork to pro-

vide contrast,
perhaps to send

a message.

Fig. 1-3,5. Explain where and how the artist
used contrast on this pieee' WhicEr areas ace

subtle? Which are dramatic?

-: : -:ient -wor1<, Stephanie It. Skaggs, Bee lli'e Ve-qse l, 2008

- ::l buik. rolled slabs, mukiple glaze firlngs, cone 06.
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ffiHme€mg
Glazingmakes pots watertight and easy to
clean, and enhances their aesthetic quali-

ties. Before glazes were discovered, pot-
ters made their work watertight by coat-

ing it with animal fats and plant resins.

Think of glaze as a thin coat of glass

you give your pot. You must fire the pot at

a high enough temperature for the glaze

to melt and become glasslike. The glaze

fuses to the surface of the clay as it cools

and hardens. The beautiful, rich colors and

textures of glazes are determined by the

chemical composition of the glaze.

Ancient glazes were formulated by trial
and error over long periods of time. Most
potters tried to keep the composition of
their successful glazes a secret. They often
added some needless intricate process to
the recipe just to confuse their competi-
tors.

The four main glaze types used in early

ceramics were alkaline, ash, lead, and salt.
The first alkaline glaze appeared around
4000 ecn in the Middle East and was

mainly a mixture of sand and ash from
burned desert plants, the same materials

used to develop glassmaking at that time.
These transparent and shiny glazes were

used with a wide range of underglazes.

In the Far East, potters used the ashes

of trees and plants to promote the glass-

making qualities of high-temperature
glazes. Later, feldspar minerals were

used. These glazes were thin, but hard
and watertight. Although the use of ash

glazes was limited to China, Japan, Korea,

and Thailand until the 1700s, it became

more common in the West when people in
the Far East increased their contact with
Europe.

Fig. 1"-16" Celadon {light green) glaaes of {hina
and l{oyea were developed to duplicate tlae
colcr cf iade,
lVater sprinklev (kundika). Korea. Koryo dynasty, 13th
century cs. Pcrrelair with 'rhite sl:ip inlay and celadoir
giaze n'ith stylizeC chrysanthemum rorindeis. Photc i,!Tlre
'Irustees of the Brit:ish l,,fuseum,/Arl Resource. NY.
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Lead glazes developed independently
in many regions as a result of the preva-

lence oflead ores in the earth. Lead glazes

bind to most clays and mature at low
firing temperatures. However, they can

be poisonous under certain conditions.
When tin oxide is added to a lead glaze,

it fires to a white, opaque surface. Islamic

potters painted elaborate decorations and

designs on these glaze surfaces and, later,

the technique spread to Europe.

Salt glazes are a high-temperature
form of alkaline glaze that originated in
the twelfth century. When firing reaches

a particular temperature, salt is thrown
into the kiln. The vaporized salt joins

with silica in the clay body to form a thin,
hard, durable surface. German potters

discovered this glaze inadvertently, while
tryingto achieve the high temperatures

that Chinese potters had reached for their
stoneware and porcelain firings.

F€r€mg
The earliest pottery was fired in open fires

or cooking hearths. Firing at tempera-

tures ranging between 500' and 800"F

changes the physical state of clay mineral
crystals into a hard, stable medium. When
clays are heated above these minimum
temperatures, they become ceramics.

Early firing methods are still used in Asia,

South America, North America, Africa,
and other areas.

The main methods of fving clay are

open firing, in which the vessels and fuels

are set together; and kiln firing, in which
the vessels and fuels are separated.

Fig, 1*L ?. P.,.i. iln ders on, B o Lt o *i/ e -< s'\'t a s e

*3, 200E. iloiled earll:::n,rare, barrel 6rei.,

!7' x i.2" :< 12" i,i3 x 30 r 3C cn:)" Photc:

Stephen Crimmer. Courlesy of rhe artist.
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The earliest pottery was most likely fired
in open cooking fires, which required
Iimited structure and upkeep. Variations
of the open firing method evolved as

potters developed better control of the
operation. A potter could control or re-

strict firing temperatures by setting some

fuel beneath the vessels to allow for the

rise of the heat, by leaving gaps between

the pieces of fuel to facilitate air flow, or
by taking advantage of wind to increase

combustion.

Using different fuel offered the pot-
ter even more control. If a gradual rise in
temperature was desired, animal dung,

which burns slowly and uniformly, could

be used. Cooking vessels would be fired
with a slow-burning fuel. Storage vessels

tempered with grog (an additive, typicaliy
crushed pottery, that makes the clay more

stable) or straw could be placed in a fire
that would rapidly rise in temperature,

using twigs, straw, and grasses as a fast-

burning fuel.

Fig. 1-18" A Somali
potter fires clay
pots on a wood fire.
Phr:to (OKevin Flerning/
CORBIS.

Potters modified this simple procedure

by placing the vessels and fuel on stones

spaced far enough apart to allow for air
flow. They covered the vessels and fuel
with shards (pieces of broken potter/),
mud, or wet grass to insulate and capture

more heat in the firing. They also placed

holes in the covering to act as chimneys
that would draw the air up through the

setting or stacking pattern.
Eventually, potters placed the vessels

and fuel in a pit or depression. Then they
used more permanent structures in which
to pile their vessels. Some enclosures had

circular walls or were three- or four-sided.

#4$&n sirfmg
A kiln is an enclosed structure like an

oven or a furnace designed to withstand
very high temperatures for firing ceramics.

Early kilns were made of stone plastered

with clay. Later, they were constructed
of brick or adobe. Two types of kilns
emerged in the ancient world, the updraft
and the downdraft. Such kilns are still in
use today.
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Tlne updraft kzln consists of a firebox
with a chamber directly above it. Ancient
Greek, Roman, Mediterranean, and Is-

lamic pottery was fired in updraft kilns.
The downdraftkiln is more complex, and

enabled artisans to be more productive.

Potters in China and Japan set large kilns
into hillsides with several interconnected
downdraft chambers. These kilns made

efficient use of the heat produced in the
firing and accommodated great quanti-
ties of pottery. The earth surrounding the

chambers was a natural insulator, and

very high temperatures could be achieved

in these firings.

ffi Research kilns worldwide and

sketch at least three different basic kiln
structures. Include views of both interior
and exterior. Which one would you like to
build? Which one would you like to use?

whv?

ffi Using kilns instead of cooking

fires, potters were able to achieve new and

greater effects by controlling the rate of
heating, the maximum temperature, and

the atmosphere of the firing. Early potters
learned that:
e Controlling the rate of heating allowed

enough time for chemical reactions to
take place within the clay crystals. If the

rate was too slow, a lot of fuel was used

up unnecess arily.If the rate was too fast

the pieces could explode as a result of
the rapid expansion of water in the clay.

e Controlling the maximum temperature

allowed for chemical reactions to take

place at the ideal temperature. If a firing
temperature was higher than optimum,
it could cause warping or cracking.

e Controlling the atmosphere allowed

the potter to create different decorative

effects. The atmosphere refers to the

amount of air supplied to burn the fuel.

*r*
Fig. 1-19. Updraft kiln. Fuel is burned in the
firebox (A) and the heat flows through the
chamber (B), leaving the kiln through fiues, or
openings at the top of the chamber (C).

Fig. 1-20. Downdraft kiln. From a firebox (A)

the heat flows upward over a bagwall (B) and
downward into the firing chamber (C). From
there, the heat passes through holes at the bot-
tom to a chimney (D), where it exits the kiln.

By learning to control the firing atmo-
sphere of the kiln, potters held the final
key to the outcome of their labor. Now

the range of available colors increased

dramatically. This led to a demand for pot-

tery that was more than functional. With
the command of design-combined with
forming, decorating, and firing skills-
potters could create distinctive pieces that
were valued for their beauty.

Throughout the history of ceramics,

high points of skill and beauty converged

at various times in different cultures.

Advances in firing techniques were key to
such achievements.
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What are some of these high-
lights? The narrative pottery of
ancient Greece is renowned for its
graceful forms and detailed com-

positional style (see Figs. 1-21 and

1,-22). Other cultures focused on

sculpting figures in clay. Etruscans

crafted full-sized human figures

from terracotta in the fifth cen-

tury BcE. In Africa, Nok full-sized

Fig. 1-21. By reducing the amount of air
in the firing chamber, Fotters in ancient
Greece were able to cause their pots to change
colors, producing dramatic black-figure ware.
Greek, Archaic P eriod, Amphora, ca. 500 ecp. Black-figure

terracotta, 12?i" (32 crn) high. The Cleveiand I\4useum cfArt
Purchase from the J.H. I'l/ade Fund. L929.979.

Narratives on Clay:
A Global Interest
Narrative art tells a story, and the
Greeks were the first to paint on clay

pots as away of telling stories. They

painted action scenes featuring the
human figure as early as the Bronze
Age (around 2900-2000 scu).

Art that represents a form or the
human figure is called "figurative."

During the Greek classical period, figu-
rative imagery reached a high point.
Ceramic artists painted elegant pots

with monsters, heroes, and mythologi-
cal figures. In early classical narratives
(seventh century ece), black figures

were crafted on the pot's natural red

background. (See Fig. 1-21.) Lines

showing facial features, musculature,

or clothing were laboriously incised.

Later works (fifth century BCE) fea-

tured the red-figure style-the back-

ground is painted black and the figure

remains in red. (See Fig. 1-22.) Artists
began to paint lines and details freehand

with a brush. Until this time, potters
had been anonymous, Now potters who

shaped the form and painters who added

the details typically signed their pieces.

Narrative art also flourished in the
ancient Americas. About 500 years after
the Greeks first developed black-figure

technique, the Moche, a people on Peru's

north coast, were chronicling their beliefs

and history on intricately painted pots.

The Moche, who flourished from about

t!9, r-25.
Flarrative from
a red-figured
kylix illurtrat-
ing the myth of
Lapith and the
Ce&ta*r.
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terracotta heads and figures date from
fifth century BcE to second century cE.

In China around 220 ecn, armies of full-
sizedtercacotta human figures and horses

were made to accompany the emperor in
his tomb. Consider looking at books, in
museums, and on the Internet for ex-

amples of these artworks. How were the
works fired? Firing techniques and kilns

are explored in greater depth in Chapter 6.

Fig. 1-22. By adding air to the firing chamber,
potters were able to create the bright, clear
colors we see on red-figure vas€s.

Greek, Attica. Attributed to tire lvlethyse Painter, Athenian

Red figureVolute Krater,460-450 rcr. Slip glazed earth

enrvare, 23%" x 1311" (59.69 x 34.93 cm). The Minneapolis
Institule of Arts, The Centennial Fund: Gift of funds from
\4r. and Mrs. Donald C. Dayton.

Fig. 1-24. Mayan figure
in elatrorate costurne
drinking from a bowl,
Mayan artists usually
painted the face
and figure in profile and
also used hieroglyphs
(picture urriting) as a
design element.

50 to 800 cs, had no writing system.

But scholars compare their ceramics to a
Ilbrary, because the Moche recorded so

much on their pots. Moche artists ap-

plied fine lines to the pot with a clay slip, a

technique known as slip painting.

North of the Moche people, the
Maya-in the region now occupied by
Belize, Guatemala, and Mexico's Yucatan

province-created another great civiliza-

tion. The Mayan classical period (250-

850 cs) was marked by multicolor painted

ceramics that detailed religious themes,

rituals, and history. Mayan artists used

basic shapes and relied heavily on lines as

an expressive feature. Like the Moche,

the Maya used slip painting to create

their designs, which were fired at a low

temperature. Artists personalized the
pots with their names, the names of
patrons, and sometimes the workshop
where the vessel was created.

Artists in all three cultures-Greek,
Moche, and Mayan-mastered the

difficult art of painting a narrative
scene on the outside of a round pot.

Wrapping a composition around a pot
requires careful planning, because art-
ists can see and work on only a small

portion of the pot's surface at one time.

Fig" 1-25. Two Moche warriors in
battle gear,
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P" f. Anderson
P. J. Anderson is a Canadian clay

artist whose sculptural forms
are based on her research into
traditional West African and

South African crafts. A recent

graduate of the University of
Manitoba, Anderson is drawn to
the relationship between the ce-

ramic and metal works of these

long-established traditions.

How iliil you get interested in ceramics?

P,.I" When I was young I used to play with
clay. Later, as a student at the University
of Manitoba, I was convinced that I was

a painter. But I needed a 3-D course so I

took ceramics. It was instantaneous-like
I had just found a home-and I thought
this is what I'm supposed to be doing!I irirr-

mediately signed up for all the ceramics

classes I could take.

Who areyour favorite artists?

F.J" Magdalene Odundo is my hero. I also

like Gabrielle Koch who is a German artist
living in Great Britain, and Clive Sithole

who is avery well-known South

African artist.

How doyoushow andsell
yourwork?

F..5. I spend a lot of time look-
ing and applying for art shows.

I have a studio in my house and
people will stop by to see things,
or buy, or order things.

What d.oyoufeelmost
passionate about?

P."tr. My first passion is African
ceramics and I was happy to be

out in the field with indigenous
potters in South Africa. The

women doing this are not young women.

Some are seventy years old. They chip the
clay, fiIl the bags, load it on their heads,

and carry it as far as fifteen miles (which

I recommend everyone try at least once)

and then grind it. I'm so lucky I can buy

the clay and just make my work.
We actually have sites all over Manitoba

where ancient pottery traditions once

existed. An idea that I have been rolling
around in my head is to reintroduce those

indigenous ceramic traditions here in
Manitoba and I'm looking for ways to get

funding for it.

What advice doyouhave
f or aspir ing y oun g ar tist s ?

F.J" Block out everythingyou can and

just sit down and make things. Every-

thing else-money, business, your life,
all of that stuff-really has nothing to do

with making something. It is hard to stay

focused because there is always so much

going on but at the end of the day all it
is-is about you making stuff. You need to

focus on that.

Fig, 1-29. P.J. Anderson, Trvo Vases, 2007. Coiled earth-
enware, barrel fireci , i0" x 4' x 4" (25 x 10 x 10 crn) and
6" x4' x4" i15 x 10 x 10 cm). Photo: Stephen Grimmer.
Courtesv of the artist.

Weh 3"inks
The National Coun-

cil on Education for
the Ceramic Arts
offers a wealth of
information for
teachers, studio
artists, and other
professional clay

artists. Check out
the juried online
exhibitions, includ-
ing student work.

tvlijw,nc€ca.{}et

Learn more about
P.J. Anderson's

ceramic work at her
website:

pj ceramics.'web s. cslxn
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